Dean’s List

Fall 2016

Aaron Aldstadt       Rachel Nichols
Kendall Bailey      McCathern Painter
Taylor Buckner        Bena Parker
Morgan Godfrey     Lydia Peacock
      Koryn Grant      Asia Pitts
Jonathan Hickling  Iman Qatawi
      Chase Hyland    Caleb Scruggs
Nadia Klincewicz    Lauren Shipley
Morgan Larimer       Crystle Siegel
Jarah Elealeh Mabalot

- Student was enrolled in and completed at least 14 semester hours and earned a GPA of 3.600 or higher
- A student may not have an "I" (Incomplete) or a grade lower than "C" to qualify. No dean’s list is released for courses taken during the summer terms. This honor will be noted on the transcript as “Distinguished.”